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Atlas Pulse Gold Report
See the facts, trade the action and ignore the noise

The Atlas Pulse Gold Dial
Jan 2013
Feb 2013
May 2013
Feb 2016
Dec 2018

downgrade to bull market at $1,675
downgrade to becalmed at $1,663
downgrade to bear market at $1,476
upgrade to becalmed at $1,175
upgrade to bull at $1,249

In this issue…
•
•
•
•
•

Still bullish – no need to downgrade to “becalmed”.
The shift in the yield curve – is a return to sound money likely? No, it isn’t.
Valuing gold – fair value has been falling.
Gold outflows – who would do that?
Gold vs Bitcoin – Bitcoin + gold = BOLD.

Still bullish
The gold regime model I cooked up in 2012 remains bullish, although has come under pressure.
Out of the three criteria, two remain firmly bullish, while the third is tenuous. These are:
1. Real interest rates (short-term) are < 1.8%. TRUE

Source Bloomberg: as described since 1967.
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Criteria 1 has been true since 2001, except for a brief period in 2006. It was also true during the
1970s, but less so in the 1980s and 1990s. I show it again with the gold price and short-term real
interest rates.

Source Bloomberg: as described since 1967

2. The second criteria requires the 35 month exponential moving average of the gold price
in non-dollar terms (Gold price times the DXY Index), to be positively sloping. TRUE

Source Bloomberg: as described since 1967
3. The last criteria requires the gold price to be out-performing the S&P 500 Index. FALSE
This has recently turned negative, which has motivated me to write Atlas Pulse issue 61. Issue 60
was in December 2019, which reiterated a bullish stance. The trend line (red next chart) for the
gold vs S&P 500 chart has just turned negative, which means there is a case for downgrading gold
to “becalmed” on the Atlas Pulse Gold Dial. But I won’t.
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Source Bloomberg: as described since 1965
This is a warning sign, but the black line hasn’t yet made a new low. That could happen, but recall
that last week, the S&P 500 also fell. For gold vs the S&P 500 to make a new low, when they are
both falling, gold needs to fall faster than the S&P 500. Last week saw the S&P 500 off 2.5% and
gold 2.8%. If what we are seeing is a general selloff in asset prices, then I suspect this will quickly
reverse, just as it did in 1987, 1990, 2008, 2018, 2020 and so on.
To zoom in on recent history, I rebased gold and the S&P 500 to 100 on 16 August 2018, when
gold last made a major low. Until last summer, gold has been doing well, but it turns out, it has
been underperforming the S&P 500 since 23 March 2020, at the depths of the Covid-19 market
crisis. Gold has a history of holding its ground during a general selloff.

Source Bloomberg: as described since 16 August 2018 rebased to 100
What lies behind recent softness is a rising bond yield. Gold hates that unless it is accompanied by
a similar level of rising inflation. Over the past two months, the yield has risen faster than inflation,
and that’s the problem.
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The shift in the yield curve
Before I touch on bond yields, I want to first look at bond prices. This is important because yields
are hard to visualise. The longer dated the bond, the more relevant that idea becomes. For this
exercise, the bonds are “zero coupon”, which means they pay you no interest, but they redeem at
$100 at the end of the term.
Example. A 30-year zero cost $36 in late 2018. Had you bought it then, you will receive $100 in the
year 2048. What is that rate of return? 3.5%, which is the 30-year bond yield at the time of
purchase. Bond mathematics is simple, especially if you knock out the coupons.

Source Bloomberg: US zero coupon bond prices as described since 1962
Some observations from the chart above. A two year zero is relatively stable. In a high interest rate
environment such as September 1981, it cost $73 to receive $100 two years later. In contrast, a
30-year once cost $1.43 at that time, when the 30-year yield was over 15%. That same bond cost
$74.29 last March. Unbelievable isn’t it? And people think the bond market is boring.
The 20-year zero is in purple. This is the most important one as its long-term volatility is
approximately the same as gold. Hence, I treat gold as a asset with a 20 year duration.
Looking at the performance of bonds since 9 March 2020 (the day of the lowest recorded yield for
the 30-year), the price moves come to light. I have also added the gold price. In this normalised
chart, everything starts at $100. The 30-year dropped below $70 last week – a 30% capital loss.
The 20-year (gold’s friend) lost 20% and the 10 year, 9%. These are big falls for supposedly risk free
investments.
In contrast, the short-dated bonds have barely moved and gold is up 3%.
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Source Bloomberg: US zero coupon bond prices and gold since 9 March 2020 rebased to $100

Valuing gold
Those who think gold is a conventional bond are wrong. There is clear a link between gold and
bond yields over time, but only when long-term inflation expectations are stable. The vital missing
ingredient is inflation, or more importantly, future expectations. When they move, the gold price
responds. The problem for gold today is that inflation expectations have lagged the bond yield
over the past two months. This can be seen in the real interest rate, which subtracts inflation from
the bond yield. It has started rising, and gold hates that.

Source Bloomberg: as described since 2001
I’ll now show you real rates inverted against the price of gold. The link becomes clear, and has
worked very well, especially post-2007. Prior to that, gold was chronically undervalued and played
catch up.
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The important points are that real rates typically spike (recall the next chart shows that inverted)
in a financial crisis, and so gold comes under pressure. Whenever gold faces monetary easing, and
inflation expectations rise, gold is in the sweet spot.

Source Bloomberg: Gold and the 20 year real rate INVERTED since 2001
With a couple of refinements , this turns into my gold fair value model. Currently, the price and
fair value are approximately aligned.

Source Bloomberg: Gold and Morris Gold Fair Value Model since 2001
I bring good news. This chart is now available at https://bytetreeam.com/ for you to view at your
convenience.
With the bond yield rising faster than inflation expectations, the real yield has been rising, and so
gold has been falling. The problem is that the bond market sees higher inflation over the next
five years, but not so much over the next 20 years. Gold is a long duration asset, and the price
looks through the short-term and only pays attention to the long-term.
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Source Bloomberg: 5 and 20 year breakeven rates (inflation expectations) since 2016
Financial markets are excited by the recovery, the end of lockdown, the rising oil price and
increased demand. But the bond market does not believe it will last. I disagree. Here are some
scenarios:
•
•
•
•
•
•

When the recovery runs out of steam, bond yields will fall, the government will print more
money, real rates will fall and gold will rally.
The economy surprises to the upside, long-term inflation expectations pick up, and
provided the bond yield rises in sync, real rates will stabilise and gold will hold its ground.
The economy surprises to the upside, long-term inflation expectations do not pick up, real
rates stabilise, and gold temporarily loses ground.
The economy surprises to the upside, long-term inflation expectations pick up, and the
rising bond yield puts downward pressure on credit markets (becomes harder to borrow),
the government implements yield curve controls (YCC) and gold will take off like a rocket.
The recovery is short-lived. The government prints and prints. Long-term inflation
expectations rise as the bond market sees this process continuing in perpetuity. Gold bull
market resumes with vigour.
The bear scenario for gold can only come from a return to hard money. It’s a nice idea, but
implies general asset prices collapse, many businesses go bust, and governments have to
implement harsh austerity measures because they can’t fund their spending plans. Gold
hates it, and so does everything else.

This last scenario is not disimilar to the “Volcker Moment” in the early 1980s. He hiked rates to
tame inflation. But at the time, inflation was 15%, while outstanding debt was low. According to
US CPI, it is currently 1.4%, while debt is plentiful. These are very different times.
With most scenarios neutral or bullish for gold, you have to wonder why investors in the ETFs have
withdrawn.
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Gold outflows
The remarkable link between the gold ETF flows and the price of gold remains true to form. Since
2015, the number of ounces held by the ETFs has doubled. In the big scheme of things, the recent
outflows are insignificant, but they have weighed on price.

Source Bloomberg: gold ETFs began in 2003. Holdings shown on left hand scale in million ounces.
since 2001
Flows cannot change the fundamental value of an asset, but they can move the price to varying
degrees. The next chart demonstartes the surprisingly strong link between the change in ETF flows
and the premium or discount to my fair value gold model. The blue line takes the black line in the
previous chart and revolves it around its 200 day moving average. For example, the ETF flows were
20% above trend last summer, and 5% below trend in late 2015.
Strong link between changes in flow and the premium to fair value

Source Bloomberg: as described since 2015
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I find that chart remarkable. The flows and the fundamentally driven premium, even share a y-axis
on the same scale. The changes in the premium generally lead flows, which is no great surprise.
The bottom line is the environment for gold will improve at some point, and the flows will return.
The gold ETFs have seen $12.79 billion leave since mid-October last year, while the Bitcoin funds
have seen $6.31 billion of inflows. By implication, although circumstantial, Bitcoin took half the
money, which was a good trade.
Here are gold and Bitcoin’s fund flows since the last halving on 12 May 2020. I won’t go into that
here (I write a free weekly update on ByteTree.com). In short, Bitcoin has a history of seeing the
most excitement in the 12 to 18 months post-halving events. On this occasion, halving didn’t
budge the price in the immediate aftermath. The Bitcoin breakout came along with institutional
flows, but not until October, when gold was already cooling.
Gold versus Bitcoin fund flows

Source Bloomberg, ByteTree: cumulative fund flows for gold and Bitcoin (includes all European
ETPs, Grayscale and Canadian exchange traded funds) since 12 May 2020
Over the summer, gold was an exciting place to be, while Bitcoin remained calm. From a macro
perspective, gold passed the baton to Bitcoin as bond yields started to rise. Rising bond yields put
downward pressure on gold and led to a Bitcoin price surge.
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Source Bloomberg: as described since 12 May 2020
Bitcoin is risk-on gold, while gold is risk-off Bitcoin. This is hugely important because both assets
perform in an inflationary environment, with one being risk-on and the other risk-off.
I first wrote about Bitcoin in November 2013 on these pages. In 2015/6, I was banging the table
about Bitcoin when the price was around $250. It is wonderful to receive emails from those of you
that still hold it. 200 baggers are rare beasts.
I started the ByteTree project to analyse Bitcoin and make sense of it all. Then last year, we set up
ByteTree Asset Management. Our next project is exciting, and I want to share it with you.

Bitcoin + Gold = BOLD
Both Bitcoin and gold are long-term stores of value, yet they both have their strengths and
weaknesses. One is volatile, the other is calm. One is modern, the other ancient. One requires
energy, the other does not. One has utility while the other is has little outside of jewellery. Above
all, one is an established monetary asset accepted all over the world, whereas the other hopes to
catch up.
While both have their pros and cons, the BOLD combination exceeds all expectations. There are
many different potential BOLD weighting methodologies. Our preferred technique is to focus on
volatility. It has been tried and tested in other asset classes, with great success, and is simple to
implement. Using 360 days as our preferred volatility measure, Bitcoin and gold can be compared.
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Gold and Bitcoin volatility

Source Bloomberg, ByteTree.com as described since 2014
Gold has seen volatility consistently below 20% (in line with a 20-year bond), whereas Bitcoin has
rarely dipped below 60%. Sparing you the details, the less volatile asset gets a higher exposure,
which is then rebalanced each month. Since 2014, this would have seen an average gold exposure
of 80%, and Bitcoin, 20%.
BOLD asset allocation since 2014

Source Bloomberg, ByteTree.com BOLD weights since 2014
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The range has seen Bitcoin exposure peak at 26% and trough at 9%, with gold picking up the
balance. Having more Bitcoin exposure when it has been relatively calm, such as 2016/17 or
2019/2020, has paid dividends. Having less during the bear markets in 2014 and 2018, has
successfully reduced risk when it mattered. Bitcoin has performed best, while BOLD sits neatly in
between.
BOLD provides stability win an inflationary environment

Source Bloomberg, ByteTree Asset Management, Bitcoin, gold and BOLD performance 1/1/14 to
since 2014 rebased to $100
In money management, higher rates of compounding are achieved by reducing drawdowns. The
maximum drawdown for BOLD has been a tolerable 21.4%, which is not far below gold itself
(20.1%), and a far cry from Bitcoin’s 75.7%. BOLD volatility comes out at a highly respectable
17.9%, compared to 14% for gold and 82.4% for Bitcoin. The Sharpe ratio, a simple measure of
risk-adjusted returns, was 1.27, which is remarkable.
The BOLD strategy works because gold and Bitcoin behave in different ways, despite both being
monetary assets. Both will spend time in and out of favour, and investment flows will shift
between them accordingly. If you believe inflation is a risk, then BOLD is an ideal strategy as it
naturally diversifies between the two assets in a simple, scalable, and logical manner.
Comparing Bitcoin, gold and BOLD to traditional asset classes. BOLD has never been the best, nor
ever been the worst, which makes it attractive in the eyes of asset allocators. BOLD’s worst year
was 2018, when it wasn’t far behind European equities, emerging markets or oil. In most years, it
has delivered a resounding result, and I would expect it to continue to do so, for as long as the risk
of inflation persists. It goes without saying that both Bitcoin and gold would perform poorly in a
deflationary or hard money environment.
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Asset class returns by year

Source Bloomberg, ByteTree.com: Annual asset class performance as described with BOLD by year
in US dollars total return
In an inflationary environment, the Bitcoin versus gold conversation has come to the fore. BOLD
jumps off the page as the asset for the next decade. It spices up gold, while de-risking Bitcoin. This
is why ByteTree Asset Management has decided to lead the way in this field.

Summary
I haven’t written to you for over a year. In part, I’ve been busy, but I will always make time for
Atlas Pulse when something important is happening. I do not see an end to this gold bull market,
on the contrary, I see an opportunity. But gold is not yet in the sweet spot. Things are changing
quickly, and two trading days ago, the fair value model showed $1,650, which spiked $79 higher
the next day. The bond market is far from calm. Keep an eye on my gold fair value model.
I remain bullish. Thank you for reading Atlas Pulse.

Charlie Morris
Chief Investment Officer, ByteTree.com, ByteTreeAM.com
Twitter:
Email:

@AtlasPulse
Charlie@ByteTree.com
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Charlie is the founder and chief investment officer of ByteTree
Asset Management, a specialist fund management and data
business for gold and Bitcoin. After a career as an officer in
the Grenadier Guards, Charlie spent 17 years as the Head of
Absolute Return at HSBC Global Asset Management,
managing more than $3 billion in client funds. He is known
and respected for knowledge in multi-asset investing, macro,
equities, gold and since 2013, digital assets.

The information and materials in this document are an expression of opinion and do not constitute financial or other professional advice. You should
consult your professional adviser if you require financial advice. We try to ensure that the information in this document is correct, but we do not give
any express or implied warranty as to its accuracy. We do not accept any liability for error or omission or for any damages arising in contract, tort or
otherwise from the use of the information provided.
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